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I COMMENTS

I

Enough is Enough! Congress and The
Courts React to Employers' Medical
Screening and Surveillance Procedures
I. Introduction
Fearful of the business risks which are posed by employees who are
not physically and mentally fit for their prospective or actual jobs,
employers are subjecting prospective and actual employees to extensive
pre-employment and continuing employment examinations. Alarmed at
the possibility of losing their jobs, dignity, and reputation, many of those
who are subjected to employers' examinations are concerned about their
legal rights. In addition, when these examinations are performed by
physicians at the request of, and for the benefit of employers, serious
questions are raised as to the duties physicians owe to applicants and
employees.
Recognizing the intrusive and involuntary nature of physical and
mental examinations, both the courts and the legislature have succeeded
in protecting the rights of employees and applicants without unduly
burdening employers' rights to require examinations. For example, with
the passing of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)' and Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act (Title VII),' Congress has prohibited employers
from using medical examinations as a means of discriminating against
protected groups and has mandated that individuals must be assessed
based upon merit alone. Thus, Congress has placed limitations on the
taking and use of physical and mental examinations. However, Congress
has specifically stated that these statutes are not intended to limit the

1.
2.

42 U.S.C. §§ 12101-12213 (Supp. IV 1992).
42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2 (1988).
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ability of employers to choose and maintain a qualified workforce.3
Rather, Congress' purpose is to prevent the administration of medical
examinations to applicants and employees that "do not serve a legitimate
business purpose."
While the majority of Congress' efforts have been spent regulating
employer demanded medical examinations, Congress has also, through the
passing of the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), 5 demanded
certain medical examinations of its own. Medical examinations,
conducted under the Occupational Safety and Health Administration's
guidelines, usually have a different focus than those typically performed
by employers. Under OSHA, the goal is to furnish all employees with
a place of employment that is free from recognized hazards; 6 thus, the
emphasis is on detecting serious conditions for the benefit of employees.
In addition to the legislature's acting to regulate employers' medical
examination practices, courts have also sought to regulate this area. For
example, courts throughout the country have sought to provide applicants
and employees with some recourse if they are injured during mandatory
employment examinations. Thus, physicians, employers, and examinees
must be aware that although a traditional physician-patient relationship
does not exist between the examining physicians and examinees,
examinees are still afforded some protection from the acts of examining
physicians. As a result, courts have looked beyond the realm of medical
malpractice and have awarded examinees damages when they have been
injured during examinations, when physicians have affirmatively
misrepresented or misadvised them, or when physicians and employers
have failed to disclose life threatening or serious conditions to them.7
Both physicians and employers have been held liable for such damages.
Additionally, through judicial intervention and interpretation, individuals
have recently been given the right of access to their employer created
medical files.
This Comment will examine the clash between the opposing sets of
interests in the area of employee medical examinations and will examine
the rights and duties of the parties.' In particular, this Comment will

3. 29 C.F.R. app. § 1630.4 (1994).
4. 29 C.F.R. app. § 1630.13(b) (1994).
5. 29 U.S.C. §§ 651-678 (1988 & Supp. IV 1992).
6. 29 U.S.C. § 65 1(b) (1988). 29 U.S.C. § 651 (6)(1988).
7. See infra part IV.
8. With notable exceptions, this Comment is intended to analyze the employment relationship
between private employees and private employers. Issues regarding public employees and public
employers are beyond the scope of this Comment.
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examine the efforts of both Congress and the courts in balancing
employers' needs and individuals' desires.
Part II of this Comment examines the reasons employers choose to
engage in medical screening and surveillance of their employees. Part III
will examine the ADA and Title VII in the context of employees' rights
to refuse medical examinations and employers' rights to hire or fire
employees based upon these examinations. Part IV discusses employees'
use of medical screening and surveillance examinations for medical
malpractice claims, both against the examining physicians and employers.
Part V examines employees' access to medical records and their rights of
confidentiality under the ADA. Part VI of this Comment discusses the
Occupational Safety and Health Act's requirements concerning medical
surveillance.
II. The Reasons Employers Engage In Medical Screening and
Surveillance
Except as required by the Occupational Safety and Health Act
(OSHA),9 employers have no duty to employees to ascertain whether
they are physically fit for the job they seek or currently hold. However,
concerned with the need for greater productivity and reliability,
employers are finding it beneficial to collect medical information on
employees."° Typically, this includes employers' requests for nontherapeutic medical examinations for the screening of prospective
employees," medical examinations as a condition of continued
employment,"2 and, when required to do so by OSHA Regulations,
medical examinations for employees' safety.' 3
There are numerous compelling reasons why employers should
engage in medical screening and surveillance. Employers point out that
medical examinations are designed to protect employees from a job
assignment which might be harmful and to protect employers and co-

9. 29 U.S.C. §§ 651-678.
10. Statistics show that approximately 30,000,000 employers in the United States regularly
record information about new employees. 3 U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
National Occupational Hazard Survey, (Survey Analysis and Supplemental Tables) 72-75, table 9
(1977) [hereinafter NIOSH]. See generally Green v. Walker, 910 F.2d 291 (5th Cir. 1990)
(explaining that because employers desire productive workforces, they submit employees to medical
examinations).
11. The NIOSH reports that approximately 13,000,000 employers require preplacement
physical examinations of prospective employees. NIOSH, supra note 10, at 76-79, table 10.
12. NIOSH states that approximately .13,000,000 employers provide periodic medical
examinations for their actual employees. NIOSH, supra note 10, at 80-83, table 11.
13. See infra notes 183-192 and accompanying text.
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employees from unfit workers.' 4 Employers also realize that it is
impractical to look merely at the applications of employees in
determining who is truly qualified and reliable. 5 It is unrealistic to
assume that everyone will be honest about their background, health status,
and qualifications. Thus, examinations can aid employers in gathering
information which employees generally do not reveal. 6
Furthermore, employers are aware that many jurisdictions now
recognize a cause of action for negligent hiring and retention.' 7 Under
these theories, "employer[s] can be held liable for hiring or retaining..
•worker[s] who ...[they] knew or should have known had dangerous
propensities."'" These cases often arise when a customer or a person is
injured during the normal course of business.' 9 Physical and mental
examinations can put employers "on notice" that particular employees
have the propensity to harm others.20 In addition, employers face
liability which may be created through the doctrine of respondeat
superior.2 Under this theory, employers may be liable to customers for
faulty products or services made or performed by unfit workers.22

14. W. SHEPARD, THE ROLE OF THE PHYSICIAN IN INDUSTRY, 16 (1976).
15. See Jon D. Bible, When Employers Look for Things Other than Drugs: The Legality of
AIDS, Genetic, Intelligence, and Honesty Testing in the Workplace, 41 LAB. L.J. 195 (1990). Not

only does physical and mental health on the part of employees lead to productivity, but it also results
in less absenteeism, lower insurance costs, and fewer safety problems. Id. at 196.
16. Employees often do not reveal that they are using narcotics when applying for
employment. However, because cases dealing with narcotics and drug testing involve distinct
problems, cases dealing with an employer's physical examination program in regards to narcotic and
drug testing are beyond the scope of this Comment. For a discussion of drug testing see Melissa
Skidmore Cowan, Workers, Drinks, And Drugs: Can Employers Test?, 55 U. CN. L. REv. 127

(1986).
17.

For a review of the law in this area, see Charles A. Odewahn and Darryl L. Webb,

Negligent Hiring And Discrimination:An Employer's Dilemma, 40 LAB. L.J. 705 (1989).

18. Bible, supra note 15, at 196. See also PROSSER, HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF
TORTS 143-44 (4th ed. West 1971); 5 PERSONAL INJURY: ACTIONS, DEFENSES, DAMAGES,
"NEGLIGENCE" (Matthew Bender 1986). See generally Kendall v. Gore Properties Inc., 236 F.2d
673 (D.C. Cir. 1956) (holding that innocent people have a right tobe protected from dangerous
employees and, thus, employers are liable if they do not use reasonable care in hiring).
19. Bible, supra note 15, at 196.
20. In addition to routine X-rays, urine samples, blood samples, and mental evaluations,
numerous employers engage in testing prospective and actual employees for the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). This Comment does not discuss the liability for harm that may arise
in testing for HIV. For an in depth look at this subject, see Arthur S. Leonard, Aids and Employment
Law Revisited, 14 HOFSTRA L. REv. I1 (1985) (discussing the rights and responsibilities of
employers and employees concerning HIV and the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)).
21.

See infra notes 125-138 and accompanying text.

22. Bible, supra note 15, at 196.
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Respondeat superiorcan also be used as an alternate theory in negligent
hiring or retention cases. 3
For all of these reasons, many employers demand that prospective
and actual employees be subjected to physical and mental examinations.
However, recognizing that these examinations are extremely intrusive in
nature (and often involuntary), Congress has stepped in to balance
employers' needs for examinations against employees' rights of refusal.
As the next section discusses, it is no longer lawful for employers to
insist on medical examinations at all times.2 4 Although employers may
generally have valid reasons for requiring medical examinations, they
may no longer arbitrarily rely upon them in making employment
decisions.
III. Employees' Rights To Refuse Medical Examinations And
Employers' Rights To Hire And Fire Based Upon Medical
Examinations
Although the requirement that an employee submit to a medical
examination is extremely intrusive, the scant case law on this subject
indicates that there is no constitutional2 5 or common law right to refuse
an examination or test that is required as a condition of prospective or
continued employment.26 It appears that unless the testing procedure
violates a specific regulation, statute, or collective bargaining agreement,
the employee must submit to the examination or suffer the consequences.
A. Common Law
Under common law, absent a statutory prohibition, employers had
virtually unfettered control in selecting their employees. Employers could
hire or refuse to hire for any reason or no reason at all. Once hired, the
employers could fire the employees "at will, '27 meaning the employer
could terminate employment relationship for any reason in the absence of

23. Bible, supra note 15, at 196.
24. See infra part III.
25.
Although there appears to be no absolute constitutional right for an applicant or
employee to refuse to submit to a medical examination, federal courts have held that there is a
fundamental, constitutional right of privacy for an applicant or employee to be examined by a
physician of the same sex. Gargiul v. Tompkins, 525 F. Supp. 795 (N.D.N.Y. 1981), rev'd, 704 F.2d
661 (2d Cir. 1983).
26. The American with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 12101-12213 (Supp. IV 1992), restricts
employers' rights to submit applicants to medical examinations prior to conditional offers of
employment; thus, applicants may refuse to take examinations prior to receiving conditional offers
of employment See infra notes 31-57 and accompanying text.
27. See Bruffett v. Warner Communications, Inc., 692 F.2d 910 (3d Cir. 1982); Odell v.
Humble Oil & Ref. Co., 201 F.2d 123, 128 (10th Cir. 1953).
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a contract to the contrary." s These common law rights included the
right to fire or refuse to hire individuals because, based upon the results
of medical or psychological examinations, employers believed that the
prospective or actual employee was not physically suitable for the job.2 9
The "employment at will" doctrine offered applicants and employees
virtually no protection. It allowed employers to conduct intrusive
physical and mental examinations in order to screen applicants and
employees. Fortunately, for employees, the "employment at will"
doctrine has been eroded in recent years.
B. Americans with DisabilitiesAct.
In 1990, Congress contributed to the erosion of the "employment at
will" doctrine by passing the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). 30
The ADA's provisions concerning medical examinations 3 ' reflects
Congress's intent to prevent discrimination against individuals with
"hidden" disabilities, such as epilepsy, diabetes, mental illnesses,
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), and cancer.32 The
ADA's legislative history recognizes that employers were using
information concerning "hidden" disabilities "before [an applicant's]
ability to perform the job was even evaluated."33 Thus, through the
provisions of the ADA, Congress has mandated that employers evaluate

28. Bruffeit, 692 F.2d at 916.
29. See Pearson v. Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co., 332 F.2d 439 (7th Cir. 1964) (holding
that the employer was free to discharge employee based on the company doctor's medical report);
Dillon v. Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., Inc., 403 A.2d 406 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 1979)
(concluding that the employer's refusal to hire a prospective employee because of his physical
disability was proper under common law).
30. 42 U.S.C. 12101-12213 (Supp. IV 1993) et seq. The Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) is responsible for enforcement of the ADA. 29 C.F.R. app. § 1630 (1994).
31. Under the ADA, medical examinations are procedures or tests that seek information about
the existence, nature, or severity of individuals' physical or mental impairments, or that seek
information regarding individuals' physical or psychological health. See 29 C.F.R. app. § 1630.14(a)
(1994). It should be noted that a physical agility test in which applicants demonstrate their abilities
to perform actual or simulated job-related tasks is not a medical examination. See 29 C.F.R. app.
§ 1630.14(a) (1994). Nor is a physical fitness test in which applicants' performance of physical
criteria (ie. running, strength) is measured a medical examination. See 29 C.F.R. app. § 1630.14(a)
(1994).
However, if employers measure applicants' physiological/biological responses to
performance, the tests/procedures will be considered medical in nature. See 29 C.F.R. app. §
1630.14(a) (1994).
In addition, under the ADA, testing for illegal drug use is not considered a medical examination
and, thus, is not subject to the restrictions of other examinations. 42 U.S.C. § 12114(d) (Supp. IV
1992); 29 C.F.R. § 1630.16(c) (1994).
32. H.R. Rep. No. 485 Pt. 2, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. 72 (1990) [hereinafter House Education
and Labor Report].
33. House Education and Labor Report at 72.
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an applicant's ability to perform the job before they can consider the
applicant's medical and mental conditions.34
The ADA regulates employers' use of medical examinations during
three phases of employment: the pre-employment, pre-offer stage; the
pre-employment, post-offer stage; and the continued actual employment
stage. During the pre-employment, pre-offer stage, an employer may not
require a job applicant to take a medical examination or respond to any
medical inquires." An employer may not require a job applicant to take
a medical examination or respond to any medical inquiries until after the
employer has determined that the applicant is qualified for the job and
has made a conditional offer of employment to the applicant (the preemployment, post-offer stage).36 This prohibition is designed to ensure
that an applicant's possible hidden disability is not considered prior to the
employer assessing the applicant's non-medical qualifications.
Once a conditional job offer has been made," but before an
individual has started work, employers may require applicants to submit
to medical examinations.38 Medical examinations that are required of
applicants during the pre-employment, post-offer stage do not have to be
related to the job in question; thus, the nature and scope of the medical
examinations are not limited by the ADA.39
If the employer rejects an applicant after a medical examination has
been conducted, investigators will closely scrutinize whether the rejection

34. Private employers, state and local governments, employment agencies, labor unions, and
joint labor-management committees must all comply with the ADA. See 42 U.S.C. § 12111(2) (Supp.
IV 1992). Under the ADA, these groups are called "covered entities." 42 U.S.C. § 12111(2) (Supp.
IV 1992). For simplicity, this Comment will refer to these groups as employers.
35. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d)(2) (Supp. IV 1992); 29 C.F.R. §§ 1630.13(a), 1630.14(a), (b)
(1994). An employer is also prohibited from inquiring about an applicant's job-related injury or
workers' compensation history prior to the post-offer stage. See 29 C.F.R. app. § 1630.13(a) (1994).
In addition, prior to the post-offer stage, these questions can not be asked of third parties, such as
former employers, reporting services, or state workers' compensation boards. See 29 C.F.R. §
1630.13(a) (1994) (an employer can not ask a third party anything that it could not directly ask the
applicant).
36. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d)(3) (Supp. IV 1992). An employer may condition a job offer on
the satisfactory result of a post-offer medical examination or medical inquiry only if this is required
of all entering employees in the same job category. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d)(3)(A) (Supp. IV 1992).

37. Under the ADA, the job offer must be bonafude. Under general principles of contract
law, an "offer" is "an act that reasonably leads...offeree[s] to believe that a power to create a contract
has been conferred on...[them]." Kansas Power & Light Co. v. Burlington Northern Road Co., 740
F.2d 780, 786 (10th Cir. 1984).
38. Employers may condition employment offers on the results of medical examinations as
long as (1) all employees in the same job category are subjected to the examinations, regardless of
disability, and (2) the information obtained is kept confidential. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d)(3) (Supp. IV
1992); 29 C.F.R. § 1630.14(b)(1),(2) (1994).
39. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d)(3) (Supp. IV 1992); 29 C.F.R. §1630.14(b) (1994).
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was based on the results of that examination.40
If the medical
examination resulted in the screening out of an individual with a
disability because of that disability, the employer must demonstrate that
the exclusionary criterion is job-related and constitutes a business
necessity. 4' Additionally, the employer must show that no reasonable
accommodation is available that would enable the individual to perform
the essential functions of the job or that the accommodation would
impose an undue hardship.42
By passing the American with Disabilities Act, Congress has
recognized that employers may need to and should have the right to
conduct medical examinations to determine if applicants can perform
certain jobs safely and effectively by permiting medical examinations to
be given during the pre-employment, post-offer stage. 43 Through its
regulations, the ADA requires only that such examinations be conducted
as a separate, second step of the selection process, after individuals have
met all of the other job pre-requisites. In addition, employers are given
further freedom in that the ADA does not limit the nature or extent of the
pre-employment, post-offer medical examinations and inquiries.44
While the ADA preserves the rights of employers to require medical
examinations, it also preserves the rights of qualified individuals with
disabilities who were previously the objects of employment
discrimination. By prohibiting the requirement of medical examinations
until after employers have made conditional offers of employment,
individuals are given the opportunity to demonstrate that they have the
necessary job qualifications. Individuals are further protected in that if
employers refuse to hire the individuals because of the outcome of the
medical examinations, the individuals are ensured that employers must
demonstrate that the individuals' disabilities are job-related, or that the

40. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(b) (Supp. IV 1992); 29 C.F.R. § 1630.10. (1994).
41. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d)(4)(A) (Supp. IV 1992); 29 C.F.R. § 1630.10 (1994). As noted
previously, employers often require medical examinations to aid them in identifying individuals who
may pose a safety risk to themselves and others. See supra part II. Individuals can be screened out
for safety reasons only if they pose a "direct threat." See 29 C.F.R. app. § 1630.2(r) (1994). That is,
individuals can be screened out for safety reasons only if employers can demonstrate that the
decisions were based on objective, factual evidence that the individuals posed a significant risk of
substantial harm to themselves and others and that the risk could not be reduced through reasonable
accommodations. See 42 U.S.C. § 12111(3) (Supp. IV 1992).
42. 42 U.S.C. § 12113(a) (Supp. IV 1992).
43. Under the ADA, employers are also sometimes permitted to insist on medical
examinations during the actual employment period. See infra notes 48-56 and accompanying text.
44. While the ADA does not limit the nature and extent of pre-employment, post-offer
medical examinations, it does impose very strict limitations on the use of the information which is
obtained by the examinations. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d)(3)(B) (Supp. IV 1992). See infra part V
discussing confidentiality of medical records.
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employers' refusal to hire them is necessary for business.45 In addition,
employers must make reasonable accommodations for the individuals,
unless the employers can demonstrate that accommodation would impose
an undue hardship or that no reasonable accommodation is available.46
In addition to protecting the rights of individuals during the preemployment stage, the ADA also protects individuals once they have
actually become employed. In fact, once individuals have become
employees, the ADA's requirements concerning medical examinations and
medical inquiries are even more stringent than those affecting applicants
who are being evaluated during the pre-employment, post offer stage.
Under the ADA, any medical examinations or medical inquiries that
are required of employees must be job-related and justified by business
necessity.4 7 The need for the examinations may be triggered by some
evidence of problems related to job performance or safety, or
examinations may be necessary to determine whether individuals in
physically demanding jobs continue to be fit for duty.48 In either case,
the scope of the examinations must be job-related. 49 Exceptions to the
requirement that the medical examinations or inquiries must be jobrelated and justified by business necessity include voluntary
examinations 0 conducted as part of an employee health plan and
examinations required by other federal laws."
In addition to regulating when employers can require applicants and
employees to take medical examinations, the ADA also regulates the roles
of physicians who conduct the medical examinations on behalf of
employers.52
Physicians who conduct medical examinations for
45. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d)(4)(A) (Supp. IV 1992); 29 C.F.R_ § 1630.10 (1994).
46. 42 U.S.C. § 12113(a) (Supp. IV 1992).
47. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d)(4)(A).
48. See 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d) (Supp. IV 1992).
49. For example, an attorney could not be required to submit to a medical examination
because he or she has a crippling disease which confines him or her to a wheelchair. The essential
functions of an attorney's job does not require that the attorney be able to walk; therefore, such an
examination would not be job-related.
50. 42 U.S.C § 12112(d)(4)(B) (Supp. IV 1990).
51. See infra part IV discussing the Occupational Safety and Health Act. The ADA does not
preempt any federal law, or any State or local law,, that grants to individuals with disabilities
protection greater than or equivalent to that provided by the ADA. 29 C.F.R. app. § 1630.1(b), (c)
(1994). "This means that the existence of a lesser standard of protection to individual with
disabilities under the ADA will not provide a defense to failing to meet a higher standard under
another law." Id. In addition, the existence of a lesser standard under another law will not provide
a defense to failing to meet a higher standard under the ADA. Id. It is important to note that
individuals can choose to pursue their claims under a state discrimination or tort law. Id. However,
"[a]n employer allegedly in violation of...[the ADA] cannot successfully defend its actions by relying
on the obligation to comply with the requirements of any [s]tate or local law...." Id.
52. See 29 C.F.R. pt. 1630 app. § 1630.13 (1994).
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employers should not be responsible for making employment decisions
or deciding whether or not it is possible to make a reasonable
accommodation for individuals who have disabilities. 53 The physicians'
roles should be limited to advising employers about individuals'
functional abilities and limitations in relation to the requirements of the
job and about whether the individuals meet the employers' health and
safety requirements. 4 Accordingly, employers should provide the
examining physicians with specific information about the job." This is
particularly necessary when employers use outside physicians who are not
familiar with the actual demands of the job. If the physicians do not
have specific job descriptions, they may make incorrect assumptions
about the abilities of individuals who have disabilities to perform their
tasks with reasonable accommodations. It is also necessary for employers
to inform physicians that their conclusions regarding the hiring or firing
of individuals should focus on two main concerns; whether the
individuals are currently able to perform the specific job, with or without
accommodation, and whether the individuals can perform the job without
posing a "direct threat" to the health or safety of the individual or third
parties.56
C. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
In addition to the ADA, the "employment at will" doctrine has also
been eroded by numerous other exceptions which have been developed
based on various tort theories, implied contract theories, and public
policy." Furthermore, employees may be able to rely on Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act" in arguing that an employer has improperly fired
or refused to hire them.
Under Title VII, an employer commits an

53. See Id.
54. See Id.
55. It would also be helpful if employers could persuade physicians to visit the job site to
see how various jobs are performed.
56. See 29 C.F.R. app. § 1630.13 (1994).
57. For an in depth discussion of the "employment at will" doctrine, see Ellen Rust Pierce
et al, Employee Termination At Will: A Principled Approach, 28 VILL. L. REV. 1 (1982).
58. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(1988) provides as follows:
(a) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an Employer1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge against any individual, or otherwise to
discriminate against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions,
or privileges of employment, because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin; or
(2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees or applicants for employment in any
way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment
opportunities or otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee, because of such
individual's race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. Id.
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unlawful employment practice when a medical examination is given as
a mere pretext for discriminatory hiring or when the examination itself
discriminated against certain employees because it disclosed physical
infirmities more prevalent in one race or sex. 59
For example, in the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's
Decision No. 70-134,6" the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) found that by refusing employment to a black job applicant on
the ground that his blood pressure was too high, an employer had
engaged in unlawful racial discrimination.6' Based on other evidence,
the EEOC concluded that the medical examination was part of the
employer's pattern of denying employment to blacks and was a pretext
for the discriminatory conduct.62
The EEOC also found an employer's policy of examination
improper in Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Decision No.
71-1332.63
There, an employer's physical examination program
provided that only male employees would receive X-rays when applying
for manual labor positions and, as a result, females were not hired."
The EEOC determined that where the employer's policy made a
distinction based solely on sex and adversely affected the employment
opportunities of a group protected by Title VII, the policy discriminated
against the affected class.6 5
Contrary to these decisions, when the Fifth Circuit examined the
question of.discrimination in Smith v. Olin Chemical Corp.,66 it found
that the employer's policy in question was not an "arbitrary and
unnecessary barrier" to employment that was created to discriminate on
the basis of race.6 7 In Smith, a prospective employee was refused
employment as a laborer because he had bone degeneration of the
spine. 6' The employee argued that the examination was discriminatory
because it detected a condition found almost exclusively in descendants
of tribes from Africa.69 The court dismissed this claim and found that

59. See Marcia G. Robeson, Annotation, Requirement That Employee Or Prospective
Employee Take And PassPhysicalExamination As Unlawful Employment Practice Violative Of Title
VII Of Civil Rights Act Of 1964, 36 A.L.R. FED. 721, 724 (1978).
60. EEOC Decision No. 70-134, 2 Fair Empl. Prac. Cas. (BNA) 237 (1970).
61. Id.
62. Id.
63. EEOC Decision No. 71-1332, 3 Fair Empl. Prac. Cas. (BNA) 489 (1971)
64. Id.
65. Id.
66. 555 F.2d 1283 (5th Cir 1977).
67. Id.at 1286.
68. Id.at 1284.
69. Id. at 1286.
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the job criteria, that employees have X-rays taken and that they must
have strong backs, was facially neutral.7
Because back defects
endanger employees, lead to lost man hours, and increase costs for
employers, the Fifth Circuit held that the defendant may require its
employees to submit to medical examinations. 7'
Through such
examinations, the defendant employer can determine if prospective
employees have strong backs, even if this has the effect of excluding
more black applicants than whites."'
Although Title VII is supposed to protect employees from
discriminatory hiring and firing, it does not always do so. Courts
acknowledge that employers have a right to demand that their employees
be highly productive and that they can use mental and physical
examinations to achieve this goal. As long as employers reject
employees because they do not have the physical requirements for that
job,73 and do not use the medical examinations or their results as a mere
pretext for discrimination, they do not violate Title VII. This is true even
when the practical effect is that some classes of people are favored over
others.
IV. Employees' Use Of Medical Screening And Surveillance For
Medical Malpractice Claims
Once it has been established that it is proper under the ADA for
employers to insist on medical examinations for particular applicants or
employees, 7 4 it must be decided for what purposes the examinees can
use the examinations. For instance, if examinees are injured during
employment examinations, against whom can they recover?
In order to accomplish employers' desires to have prospective and
actual employees take physical and mental examinations, many employers
either employ full-time physicians or have a health unit with a physician
in charge.7" These physicians then conduct the pre-employment and
continuing employment examinations for the benefit and under the

70. Smith, 555 F.2d at 1287.
71. Id. at 1288.
72. Id. at 1287.
73. As discussed supranotes 31-57 and accompanying text, employers must also follow the
law as set forth in the American with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 12101 et seq. (1990) (codified
as amended at 42 U.S.C. §§ 12101-17, 12201-13 (Supp. IV 1992)).
74. See supra notes 31-57 and accompanying text.
75.
NIOSH reveals that approximately 11% of employers employ full-time physicians and
approximately 15% have health units with a physician in charge. NIOSH supra note 10, table VIIIA
(Summary of NIOSH Estimates). The employment status of physicians conducting examinations on
behalf of employers is important when dealing with issues of liability under the theory of agency.
See infra notes 125-138 and accompanying text
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direction of their employers. When physicians are performing under the
employer's direction, serious ethical questions are raised concerning the
rights of the examinees and the rights of the employers, who are paying
for the physicians' services.
A. How Employees Can Recover From Physicians
To recover for medical malpractice, a plaintiff must generally show
that (1) a duty of care was owed by the physician to the examinee; (2)
the physician violated the applicable standard of care; (3) the examinee
suffered injury; (4) the injury was proximately caused by the substandard
Traditionally, a physician-patient
conduct; and (5) damages.76
relationship is a prerequisite for finding a duty of care is owed by the
physician to the examinee and, hence, is necessary for the finding of
medical malpractice."
When physicians examine employees at the
request of, and for the benefit of, employers, they place themselves
outside the traditional physician-patient relationship.78 This does not
mean that physicians do not owe any duty of care to the examinees in
question, rather, physicians do not owe the same amount of care that they
Although there is much debate
would owe to traditional patients.79
as to the duty of care physicians owe prospective or actual employees, 0
courts generally agree that there are some situations in which employees

76.
77.

Craddock v. Gross, 504 A.2d 1300, 1301 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1986).
See, e.g., Ervin v. American Guardian Life Assurance Co., 545 A.2d 354 (Pa. Super. Ct

1988).
78. See Tomko v. Marks, 602 A.2d 890 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1992) (finding'there was no
physician-patient relationship created by a pre-employment physical); Johnston v. Sibley, 558 S.W.2d
135 (Tex. Civ. App. 1977) (holding there is no physician-patient relationship created when a
workers' compensation claimant is given an evaluative examination). See generally Bouligny v.
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 133 S.W.2d 1094 (Mo. Ct. App. 1939) (standing for the proposition that
there is no professional relationship between an applicant for life insurance and the medical examiner
hired by the life insurance company).
79. In Daly v. United States, 946 F.2d 1467 (9th Cir. 1991), the court noted that the scope
of a physician's duty depends on the nature of the underlying relationship. Id. at 1470. There is a
high standard of duty that is owed when there is a physician-patient relationship. Id. In the setting
of an employment examination where no physician-patient relationship exists, the physician's duty
is less extensive. Id. See generally Craddock v. Gross, 504 A.2d 1300 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1986) ("a
question of whether a defendant is under any obligation for the benefit of the particular plaintiff, and
in negligence cases, the duty is always the same, to conform to the legal standard of reasonable
conduct in the light of apparent risk.")
80. See Hoover v. Williamson, 203 A.2d 861 (Md. 1964) (holding that the physician must
exercise care under the general rule that one who assumes to act, even if gratuitously, must act
carefully if he or she acts at all); Beadling v. Sirotta, 197 A.2d 857 (N.J. 1964) (ruling that the
examining physician owes the examinee a duty of reasonable care); Lotspeich v. Chance Vought
Aircraft, 369 S.W.2d 705 (Tex. Civ. App. 1963) (holding that the examining physician owes the
examinee no duty of care except to avoid injuring him).
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can recover from physicians."' Under common law, physicians who
examine employees owe a "duty of good medical care with respect to all
aspects of the examination, even if no doctor-patient relationship exists
between them."82 Thus, if harm is done to the examinee during the
examination, if the physician affirmatively misrepresents, conceals, treats,
or advises the examinee, or if the physician does not disclose known
defects discovered during the examination, an examinee may recover for
medical malpractice despite the absence of a physician-patient
relationship. 3 To succeed in these cases, an examinee needs to only
show damages and establish a causal link between the examination and
the harm done. 4 Damages include those for physical 5 and nonphysical harm. 6
Virtually all courts agree that physicians who examine prospective
and actual employees for non-therapeutic reasons are liable for medical
malpractice if they actively injure the examinees during medical
examinations."
Based on a theory of simple negligence," courts

81.
82.
83.
84.
at 272 (5th
laymen).
85.

See infra notes 88-115 and accompanying text.
Betesh v. United States, 400 F. Supp. 238, 245 (D.D.C. 1974).
See infra notes 88-115 and accompanying text.
W. PAGE KEETON et al,PROSSER AND KEETON ON THE LAW OF TORTS, § 42,
ed. 1984) (discussing situations where the matter is within the common knowledge of

See James v. United States, 483 F. Supp. 581 (N.D.Cal. 1980) (holding that damages can
be recovered for a physician's failure to disclose); Betesh v. United States, 400 F. Supp. 238 (D.D.C.
1974) (allowing an examinee to recover for the loss of the opportunity for earlier and more effective
treatment); Coffee v. McDonnell-Douglas Corp., 503 P.2d 1366 (Cal. 1972) (finding that an
employee can recover for physical injuries resulting from the inadvertent filing of a required blood
test); Felton v. Schaeffer, 279 Cal. Rptr. 713 (Cal. Ct. App. 1991) (supporting the contention that
an employee could recover for physical injuries suffered as a proximate cause of a physician's failure
to disclose).
86. See Olson v. Western Airlines, Inc., 191 Cal. Rptr. 502 (Cal. Ct. App. 1983) (suggesting
that prospective employee could recover for lost job opportunity resulting from physician's erroneous
results).
87. Thus, if, for example, a physician negligently bums an examinee by over-exposure to Xray during the examination, he or she would incur liability. Beadling v. Sirotta, 197 A.2d 857, 861
(N.J. 1964). See also Felton v. Schaeffer, 279 Cal. Rptr. 713 (Cal. Ct. App. 1991) (explaining that
a doctor owes an examinee due care so as to avoid injury during the examination); Keene v. Wiggins,
138 Cal. Rptr. 3 (Cal. Ct. App. 1977) (finding that doctors can not harm the people being examined);
Thomas v. Kenton, 425 So.2d 396 (La. Ct. App. 1982) (holding that doctors are liable for conditions
caused by them during employee examinations); Ferguson v. Wolkin, 499 N.Y.S.2d 356 (N.Y. Sup.
Ct. 1986) (finding that physicians owe examinees a duty to conduct examinations properly).
88. In situations where the examinee is injured during an examination, it is not necessary to
prove medical malpractice; but rather, a showing of simple negligence will suffice. Twitchell v.
MacKay, 434 N.Y.S.2d 516, 518 (N.Y. App. Div. 1980). The test becomes one of whether the case
involves a matter where special knowledge or skill is needed or is one where "common everyday
experiences of the trier of fact" is sufficient. Id. In the former, expert testimony is needed; in the
later, it is not. Id.
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support the contention that physicians examining at the request of
prospective or actual employers owe examinees a duty of reasonable
care.8 9 For example, in Ferguson v. Wolkin,9" the court held that
physicians acting at the request of employers owe the examinees a duty
to exercise due care in the method of performing the examinations. 9'
Additionally, in Beadling v. Sirotta,92 the Supreme Court of New Jersey
agreed that whether there is a physician-patient relationship or not,
physicians owe examinees a duty of reasonable care, even if they are
examining at the request of and for the benefit of employers. 93
In addition to recovering from physicians who actively injure them
during their examinations, examinees may also recover from physicians
who affirmatively undertake to advise them regarding their conditions.94
Physicians who perform examinations at employers' request are liable for
misrepresentations of examinees' conditions and for concealment of
evidence indicating that medical treatment is warranted. 9' The failure
to inform that their examinations have detected serious medical conditions
is an act of ordinary negligence for which examinees can recover.96
For example, in Hoover v. Williamson,97 the physician advised the
employee in question that he had a "little infection on the lungs" and
referred him to another consultant.98 The employee learned that the Xray actually revealed to the physician that the employee had silicosis 99
and that the physician wilfully and deliberately concealed from him the
89. Beadling v. Sirotta, 197 A.2d 857, 860 (N.J. 1964). See also McKinney v. Bellevue
Hospital, 584 N.Y.S.2d 538 (N.Y. App. Div. 1992) (holding that doctors are liable for simple
negligence in the absence of a physician-patient relationship). See generally Twitchell v. MacKay,
434 N.Y.S.2d 516 (N.Y. App. Div. 1980) (holding that a physician would be liable for injuries
inflicted during a disability insurance examination).
90. 499 N.Y.S.2d 356 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1986).
91. Id. at 357. See also Mrachek v. Sunshine Biscuit Inc., 123 N.E.2d 801 (N.Y. 1954)
(holding the employer vicariously liable for the physician's negligence during an examination).
92. 197 A.2d 857 (N.J. 1964).
93. Id. at 860.
94. See Olson v. Western Airlines, Inc., 191 Cal. Rptr. 502 (Cal. Dist. Ct. App. 1983)
(holding that a physician is liable for the reporting of erroneous results). See also Rannard v.
Lockheed Aircraft Corp., 157 P.2d 1 (Cal. 1945). In Rannard, a company physician examined a
prospective employee and determined that the individual would not be suitable for employment unless
he had a hernia operation. Id. at 3. This operation was negligently performed by the company
physician. Id. The physician was liable for this affirmative act. Id. at 5.
95. Hoover v. Williamson, 203 A.2d 861 (Md. 1964).
96. See, e.g., Betesh v. United States, 400 F. Supp. 238 (D.D.C. 1974).
97. 203 A.2d 861 (Md. 1964).
98. Id. at 862.
99. Silicosis is a form of pneumoconiosis resulting from occupational exposure to and
inhalation of silica dust over a period ofyears. STEDMAN'S MEDICAL DICTIONARY 1422 (25th
ed. 1991). Silicosis is characterized by a slowly progressive fibrosis of the lungs, which may result
in impairment of lung function. Id.
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consultant's recommendations.' ° The Court of Appeals of Maryland
held that even though there was no traditional physician-patient
relationship, the physician's affirmative acts of misrepresentation and
concealment stated a cause of action.'
The court held the physician
liable, relying on the general rule "that one who assumes to act, even
though gratuitously, may thereby be subject to the duty of acting
carefully if he acts at all.' 0 2
Likewise, in Betesh v. United States,03 the plaintiff Betesh,
reported for an Army pre-induction physical examination.'0 4 As a
result of the physical, physicians learned that Betesh had a tumor which
was later diagnosed as Hodgkins disease.0 5 Betesh was never told
about the condition until six months later.'0 6 This delay allowed the
disease to spread until it progressed to an extent that it could not be
cured. 0 7
Had Betesh been informed of the tumor when the
examination was conducted, there was a 95-99% chance that he could
have been cured.'0 8 Because of the delay, Betesh died at the age of
twenty-six.0 9 Applying ordinary negligence rules, the court found that
the physicians breached a "duty to act carefully."" 0 The court further
noted that just as there is reliance when physicians affirmatively
misrepresent conditions, there is also reliance when physicians are
silent."' "When... doctor[s] conduct... physical examination[s], the
examinee[s] generally assume that 'no news is good news' and2 rely on
'
the assumption that any serious condition[s] will be revealed."
Thus, employees who rely on physicians' silence believe that they
are in good health and will not seek treatment. This reliance creates a

100. Hoover, 203 A.2d at 862.
101. Id. at 863.
102. Hoover, 203 A.2d at 863. This obligation is derived from the general principle
expressed in Restatement (Second) of Torts, section 323 (1979) which states: "One who undertakes,
gratuitously or for consideration, to render services to another ...is subject to liability to the other
for physical harm resulting from his failure to exercise reasonable care .
I..."
ld.
103. 400 F. Supp. 238 (D.D.C. 1974).
104. Id.
105. Id. at 241.
106. Id. at 242.
107. Id.
108. Betesh, 400 F. Supp. at 242.
109. Id. at 243.
110. Id.at 246.
111. Id. See also Mckinney v.Bellevue Hospital, 584 N.Y.S.2d 538 (N.Y.App.Div. 1992).
In Mckinney, the court held that "a failure to disclose the existence of a known danger may be the
equivalent of misrepresentation, where it is to be expected that another will rely upon the appearance

of safety." Id. at 540 (internal quotation and citation omitted).
112.

Betesh, 400 F. Supp.24 at 246 (citations omitted).
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duty to disclose to employees any adverse medical conditions which are
discovered as a result of employment examinations."' As the courts
have pointed out, this duty is not burdensome and "recognizes that those
who place themselves in the hands of a person held out to the world as
skilled in a medical profession . . .justifiably [have] the reasonable
expectation that the expert will warn [them] of any incidental dangers of
which he is cognizant .. .
When employees find themselves subjected to physical examinations
as a condition of employment, they must realize that they do not have the
same rights as traditional patients. Because these examinations are paid
for by employers, it is to these employers that examining physicians owe
a duty of care. Recognizing that these examinations are not voluntary in
nature, however, courts have gone beyond the theory of medical
malpractice and have held physicians liable for numerous acts on the
basis of simple negligence. The practical effect of these rules is that
applicants and employees who must submit to examinations at employers'
requests are afforded some protection. If applicants or employees are
injured during examinations, they are able to recover damages from
physicians. Additionally, if examinees are advised or treated by the
employers' physicians, examinees may rely on the information or
treatment and recover from physicians for any negligence. Finally,
examinees may rely on the assumption that any serious conditions which
have been discovered have been revealed. When physicians fail to
disclose conditions which they have discovered during examinations, they
incur liability.
B. How Employees Can Recover From Employers
Generally, employers owe no duty to their employees to ascertain
whether they are physically fit for prospective or current employment,
however, when employers assume such a duty, they are liable if the
examination is negligently performed." 5
Once employers require
examinations of employees, employers assume a duty to make sure the
examinations are conducted with care." 6 Therefore, when employees

113. Id.
114. Daly v. united States, 946 F.2d 1467-1470 (9th Cir. 1991) (internal quotation and
citation omitted). But see Thomas v. Kenton, 425 So.2d 396 (La. Ct. App. 1982) (holding that
physicians who examine employees wholly for the benefit of employers have no duty to disclose
medical conditions).
115. See Union Carbide & Carbon Corp. v. Stapleton, 237 F.2d 229 (6th Cir. 1956); James
v. United States, 483 F. Supp. 581 (N.D. Cal. 1980); Domak v. Lafayette General Hospital, 399
So.2d 168 (La. 1981); Coffee v. McDonnell-Douglas Corp., 503 P.2d 1366 (Cal. 1972).
116. See Twitchell v. MacKay, 434 N.Y.S.2d 516,518 (N.Y. App. Div. 1980) (quoting Pike
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have not been informed about life threatening or serious medical
conditions which were discovered medical employment examinations,
they may be able to recover damages from the examining physicians and
from the employers requesting the examinations." 7 Thus, employers
have a duty to disclose dangers known to them and unknown to
employees. t 8
For instance, in James v. United States,"9 the court found that
where the government required a chest X-ray as an essential part of the
pre-employment examination, it had a duty to disclose the results to the
examinee. 20 The failure to do so was a breach of duty and the
government was held liable.'
Applying California law, the district
court reasoned that the average worker tends to interpret the employer's
silence as an indication that the employee is in good health.'
As with
the physician, the employer's silence creates justifiable reliance for which
the employer is liable.123

v. honsinger, 49 N.E. 760, 762 (N.Y. 1898).
117. See generally Union Carbide & Carbon Corp. v. Stapleton, 237 F.2d 229 (6th Cir. 1956)
(holding that an employer has a duty to inform employee of hidden dangers); Betesh v. United States,
400 F. Supp. 238 (D.D.C. 1974) (finding the government liable for failure to disclose to plaintiff
results from a pre-induction physical); McKinney v. Bellevue Hospital, 584 N.Y.S.2d 538 (N.Y. App.
Div. 1992) (having correctly diagnosed a serious condition during a pre-employment examination,
there existed a duty to disclose).
118. Before the court will hold an employer liable for the failure to disclose a defect which
was found during an examination, the plaintiff must estabilish that the employer had actual or
presumed knowledge of the medical examination and its results. Compare Union Carbide & Carbon
Corp. v. Stapleton, 237 F.2d 229 (6th Cir. 1956) (finding employer liable because he saw written
records of his physician) and Coffee v. McDonnell-Douglas Corp., 503 P.2d 1366 (Cal. 1972)
(holding the employer liable for a laboratory report of blood analysis which was mistakenly filed)
with Lotspeich v. Chance Vought Aircraft, 369 S.W.2d 705 (Tex. Civ. App. 1963) (explaining that
the employer was not liable because he did not have knowledge of the employee's tubercular
condition and was not under a duty to disclose the condition).
119. 483 F. Supp. 581 (N.D.Cal. 1980).
120. Id. at 584.
121. Id.
122. Id.
123. Id. Numerous cases support this proposition. For example, in Domak v. Lafayette
General Hospital, 399 So. 2d 168 (La. 1981), the employer conducted a pre-employment examination
of a prospective employee and detected a tubercular condition, but failed to disclose the condition
to the employee when the employee was subsequently hired. Id. at 170. The court held that once
an employer undertakes to give a prospective employee a pre-employment examination, the employee
can rely on the expectation that he or she would be told of any dangerous condition actually
disclosed by the examination. Id. In McKinney v. Bellevue Hospital, 584 N.Y.S.2d 538 (N.Y. App.
Div. 1992), a prospective employee was examined and the employer's physician discovered an
irregular lung. Id. at 539. The court held the employer liable for its failure to disclose the condition
to the prospective employee. Id. at 540. The court explained that the burden of placing a duty upon
the employer to disclose was "slight and promote[d] the public welfare." Id. But see Thomas v.
Kenton, 425 So.2d 396 (La. Ct. App. 1982) (holding there was no duty to disclose the existence of
disease to an actual employee).
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Courts have also held employers liable for the failure to disclose
under the theory of agency.'24 "[W]here a physician is an employer's
agent and acts primarily to protect the employer's interests the physician
must conduct all aspects of the examination with care, and if he [or she]
fails to do so the employer is liable for injuries [which have been]
inflicted,"' 25 Because the examinations are conducted for the benefit
of employers, they should be held accountable for the failure to disclose
medical problems to the examinees.' 2 6
Under the agency theory,
employers have also been held liable for injuries received by examinees
during their examination. In Mrachek v. Sunshine Biscuit, Inc."27 a
prospective employee went to the "company doctor" for a physical
examination. 28
The doctor attempted to draw blood from the
examinee's left hand with no success.'29 As a result of the doctor's
probing, the examinee "lost all feeling in her left hand, which soon
developed an extremely painful, claw-like paralysis ....""' The court
found that the physician did not exercise any discretion in determining
what tests to perform, but instead followed the orders of the
employer.' 3 ' Thus, the physician did not act independently; but rather,
the physician acted solely for the purpose of furnishing the employer with
reports on the physical fitness of employees. 3 2 "[T]he physician was
a servant, not an independent contractor, and the employer... [was held]
liable for [the physician's] negligence. '"133

124. See Betesh v. United States, 400 F. Supp. 238 (D.D.C. 1974) (finding that the physician
was the employer's agent and, thus, the employer was liable for the failure to disclose). See
generally Rannard v. Lockheed Aircraft Corp., 157 P.2d 1 (Cal. 1945) (explaining that when an
employer employs a physician wholly for its benefit the physician is a servant); Mrachek v. Sunshine
Biscuit, Inc., 123 N.E.2d 801 (N.Y. 1954) (holding the physician employed to perform preemployment examinations was an agent of the employer).
125. Betesh, 400 F. Supp. at 246-47.
126. See, e.g., Id.at 238.
127. 123 N.E.2d 801 (N.Y. 1954).
128. Id.at 804.
129. ld. at 802.
130. Id.
131. Id. at 804
132. Mrachek, 123 N.E.2d at 804.
133. Id.The court was impressed by the fact that the physician was a regular employee of
the employer, that he worked on the employer's premises in an office equipped by the employer, and
that he was paid a salary. Id. All of these factors were important in deciding that the physician was
not an independent contractor, but rather an agent of the employer. Id. But see Pearson v.
Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co., 332 F.2d 439 (7th Cir.) Cert. denied,379 U.S. 914 (1964) (finding
that an employer who discharged an employee based on the negligent examination of his agent, a
physician, was not liable).
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The Supreme Court of California used a similar analysis in Rannard
v. Lockheed Aircraft Corp. 4 In Rannard, an employer was held liable
for a negligent operation performed by its company doctor on a
prospective employee.'35 Noting that the corporation employed the
physician primarily to protect its interests rather than the interests of the
employees, the court applied the doctrine of respondeatsuperiorto hold
the employer accountable. 36 The California Supreme Court concluded
that when an employer hires a physician to conduct examinations solely
for the employer's benefit, "the employer is liable for [any] injury
sustained through the incompetence or
want of skill of the physician
137
...acting as the employer's agent.''
Recognizing that employers subject employees to involuntary
examinations that are extremely intrusive, courts consistently hold
employers liable for the negligent acts of examining physicians. 131
Because physical and mental examinations are conducted primarily for the
benefit of employers, they should be held liable when examinees are
injured during the course of examinations. Additionally, employers
should be held liable for any concealment or misrepresentations made by
physicians.
In addition, employers should be held liable when they fail to
disclose information known to them and unknown to examinees. It is
reasonable for employees to assume that information gained by employers
will be disclosed to them. By disclosing known dangerous diseases,
employers can aid the recovery of examinees. This duty is not
burdensome and will have the added advantage of assisting employers in
maintaining productive workforces.
C. When Employees Are Unlikely To Recover From PhysiciansAnd
Employers
Traditionally, physicians who are paid by employers to examine
employees have not been held liable for the failure to discover conditions
that may require treatment. The majority view is that absent a physicianpatient relationship, physicians have no duty to discover medical
conditions of employees. 39 Generally, physicians owe a duty to

134.

157 P.2d 1 (Cal. 1945).

135.

Id. at 6.

136.

Id.

137.

Id.

138.

See supra notes 118-138 and accompanying text.

139. See generallyKeene v. Wiggins, 138 Cal. Rptr. 3 (Cal. Ct. App. 1977) ('[Their] duty
to observe a professional standard of care in the preparation of. . . [the medical] report runs only
to the ... employer requesting it.")
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employers who have hired them to determine the physical status of
employees.1 40 Thus, if physicians fail to detect medical conditions, they
have breached a duty to the employers, but they have not breached a duty
to examinees.
One of the earliest cases dealing with this issue is Lotspeich v.
Chance Vought Airlines.' 41 In Lotspeich, an employee attempted to
recover for the failure of the employer's physician to detect her
pulmonary disease. 142 The court found that it was obvious that the
4
examination was conducted wholly for the benefit of the employer.' 1
Knowing this, the employee could not expect that
the physician owed her
44
any duty to discover the presence of disease.
Since Lotspeich, most courts examining this issue have agreed that
neither physicians nor employers are liable for the failure to diagnose life
45
threatening or serious conditions during employment examinations.
Under this view, when physicians do not intend to treat, care for, or
otherwise benefit the examinees, the physicians have no reason to believe
that the examinees will rely on the examinations to detect all medical
conditions.' 46 Furthermore, when physicians are hired by employers for
the employers' benefit, any benefit which ' employees
receive from the
14
examinations is only "secondary in nature. 1
Courts following this majority view generally agree that it is in the
public interest to maintain the good health of employees and to deny
employment to those whose health may endanger others. 4 Fearing
that examinations will no longer be conducted, courts are hesitant to
impose a stringent duty upon physicians or employers to detect
disease. 49
In the court's view, this would create "unnecessary
roadblocks on the path of beneficial social conduct."' 5

140. See supra note 127 and accompanying text.
141. 369 S.W.2d 705 (Tex. Civ. App. 1963).
142. Id. at 707.
143. Id. at 708.
144. Id.
145. See, e.g., Tomko v. Marks, 602 A.2d 890 (Pa. Super. Ct 1992) (explaining that a
physician does not owe a duty to discover cancer in the context of a pre-employment physical
examination which is paid for by examinee's employer). But see Coffee v. McDonnell-Douglas
Corp., 503 P.2d 1366 (Cal. 1972) (concluding that an employer is liable for failure to discover
disease during a pre-employment examination). See generally Ervin v. American Guardian Life
Assurance Co., 545 A.2d 354 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1988) (holding an insurance company did not have a
duty to applicant to discover his heart problem).
146. Lotspeich, 369 S.W.2d at 710.
147. Thomas v. Kenton, 425 So.2d 396, 400 (La. Ct. App. 1982).
148. See Beadling v. Sirotta, 197 A.2d 857 (N.J. 1964).
149. Id. at 861.
150. Id.
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Disagreeing with these policy concerns, the court in Green v.
Walker 5 ' departed from the commonly accepted rule that neither
physicians nor employers owe any duty to examinees to discover lifethreatening or serious conditions during employment examinations. In
Green, the employer required all of its employees to undergo a physical
examination as a condition of continued employment.'52 An employee,
Green, submitted to the examination and the physician found all results
Soon thereafter, another physician diagnosed Green
to be normal.'
4 The Fifth Circuit, applying Louisiana law, found
cancer.
lung
with
that the physician owed a duty to Green to perform the examination with
due care, "consistent with the medical skills [which the physician] held
Extending the traditional physician-patient
out to the public."'5 5
relationship, the court found that in Louisiana a physician conducting an
examination at the request of an employer is to be held to the standards
of a reasonable physician in similar circumstances and, thus, will be held
liable for failing to detect an examinee's disease or other serious
condition. 5' 6
The policy behind the Green decision takes into consideration the
fact that prospective and actual employees are subjected to involuntarily
physical and mental examinations. "We live in an age in which the drive
for an increasingly productive workforce has led employers increasingly
(and minds) to inspection
to require that employees subject their bodies
''t1 7
employment.
maintain
or
in order to obtain
The Green opinion represents a significant departure from the
traditional view that a physician has no duty to discover unknown
medical conditions when conducting an examination for the employer's
benefit. Thus far, it has not been sustained in other jurisdictions.'

151. 910 F.2d 291 (5th Cir. 1990).
152. Id. at 292.
153. Id.
154. Id.
155. Id. at 293.
156. Green, 910 F.2d at 296.
157. Id. at 295 (citation omitted). Common procedures which examinees are subjected to
include blood tests, urinalysis, pulmonary function tests, and X-rays. Id. at 295.
In 1982 the Office of Technology Assessment conducted an anonymous survey of the
"Fortune 500" companies ... [o]f the 366 that responded, 6 organizations required
their employees to submit to biochemical or cytogenetic tests, 17 had used such tests
in the past 12 years, and 59 anticipated using such tests in the next 5 years ....The
subsequent spread of drug testing in the workplace, coupled with the increasing
awareness of the spread of the scourge of AIDS, makes the fusing of physical
examinations with the opportunity for employment even more likely.
Id. at 295 n.2.
158. The theories behind the Green decision are being examined by other courts. In Daly
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V. Employees' Access To Medical Records And Their Rights Of
Confidentiality
As was discussed in part IV of this Comment, because courts
generally find that there, is no physician-patient relationship created
between examinees and physicians during employer requested
examinations, there are serious ethical questions raised concerning the
rights of the examinees and the rights of the employers who have paid for
the physicians' services. In addition to questions concerning medical
malpractice, employers, employees, and physicians need to consider
employees' rights of access to employer created medical records and the
employees' rights of confidentiality to the material contained therein.
In the past, employees have lacked access to medical records which
were created as a result of pre-employment or continuing employment
examinations.
In Tomko v. Marks,'59 the Superior Court of
Pennsylvania encouraged, in dicta, employers to make medical reports,
which have been made at the employers request, available to employees
if they desire to see them. 60 Not until the Supreme Court of Nevada
examined the issue in Cleghorn v. Hess,'' however, were employees
who were examined, tested, and evaluated at the direction of their
62
employers explicitly given the right of access to their test results.
In Cleghorn,the employee submitted to psychological testing which
the employer used to determine suitability for employment. 63 After the
examination, the employee requested copies of his psychological records
and test results. 1"4 The employer and the physician who performed the
psychological testing denied the employee's repeated requests. 165 In
analyzing the case, the Supreme Court of Nevada determined that the
finding of a physician-patient relationship was not germane to the issue
of whether employees should have access to medical information
collected by their employers. 66 The court reasoned that by denying
employees access to their own files, they would be allowing employers

v. United States, 946 F.2d 1467 (9th Cir. 1991), the court used principles from Green to find that
there was a duty to disclose defects found during pre-employment examinations. Id. at 1470-71.
See also Baer v. Regents of Univ. of Cal., 884 P.2d 841 (N.M. Ct. App. 1994).
159. 602 A.2d 890 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1992).
160. Id. at 892.
161. 853 P.wd 1260 (Nev. 1993)
162. Id. at 1264.
163. Id. at 1261.
164. Id.
165. Id.
166. Cleghorn, 853 P.2d at 1262.
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to gather secret information on their employees.' 67 Furthermore, the
court recognized that adverse information contained in employees' files
could "materially affect the future" without employees having the
opportunity to challenge the reported results. 6 "Information should be
withheld from citizens who are affected by it only when truly merited,
such as when a national security reason is established."' 6 9 Otherwise,
employees, at least in the state of Nevada, have the right of access to
their employer created medical files. 7 °
In recent years, not only have employees been given the right of
access to their employer created medical files, but they also have been
assured that such files will remain confidential. In 1990, Congress passed
the American with Disabilities Act (ADA),' 7' which provides that all
medical information obtained by employers during pre-employment and
continuing employment examinations must be collected and maintained
on separate forms, kept in separate medical files, and be treated as
confidential medical records. 72 Employers may
not place any medical73
related material in employees' personnel files.
Although medical information obtained by employers is to be treated
as confidential material, the appropriate decision-makers involved in the
hiring and firing process may use the information in order to make
employment decisions consistent with the ADA. 74 Disclosure is also
allowed in the following circumstances: 175
(1) supervisors and
managers may be informed regarding necessary restrictions on the work
or duties of the employee and necessary accommodations; 76 (2) first
aid and safety personnel may be informed, when appropriate, if the
disability might require emergency treatment; 77 (3) government
officials investigating compliance with the ADA shall be provided
relevant information on request; 78 (4) employers may submit

167.

Id. at 1263.

168.

Id. at 1260 (citation omitted).

169.

Id. at 1263.

170. For a discussion of accessibility of medical records under the Occupational Safety and
Health Act see infra notes 189-192 and accompanying text.
171.

42 U.S.C. §§ 12101-12213 (Supp.IV 1992).

172. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d) (3) (B) (Supp. IV 1992). Congress has also mandated that
medical records which are gathered under the guidelines of Occupational Safety and Health Act must
be kept confidential. See 29 U.S.C. § 1910.20 (1988).
173.
174.

See 42 U.S.C. § 12112 (d) (3) (B) (Supp. IV 1992).
See 42 U.S.C. §12112 (d) (Supp. IV 1992).

175. Nothing in the ADA prohibits applicants nor employees from voluntarily disclosing to
anyone any of their own medical information.
176.

42 U.S.C. § 12112(d) (B) (i) (Supp. IV 1992).

177.
178.

42 U.S.C. § 12112(d) (4) (B) (ii) (Supp. IV 1992).
42 U.S.C. § 12112(d) (4) (B) (iii) (Supp. IV 1992).
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information to state workers' compensation offices or state second injury
funds, in accordance with state workers' compensation laws; 79 and (5)
employers may use the information for insurance purposes.8
It is important for employers, applicants, and employees to note that
the ADA's confidentiality obligations apply whether or not an applicant
is hired and whether or not an employee continues to work for the
employer.''
While recognizing that employers have the right to properly use
medical information, which was obtained through employer conducted
medical examinations, the ADA continues to protect the rights of
applicants and employees by mandating that such information be kept
confidential. Thus, the ADA protects the integrity and privacy of
American workers, while still recognizing and preserving employers'
rights to have productive, safe workforces.
VI. The Occupational Safety and Health Act's Requirements of
Medical Examinations
While the majority of Congress' efforts have concentrated on
regulating employer mandated medical examinations, Congress has also,
through the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA),"8 2 decided to
require medical examinations in certain instances.
Each year approximately 11,000 people die and about two million
are injured as a result of accidents or exposure to hazardous materials in
Congress created OSHA to help alleviate this
the workplace. 3
problem. 4 To administer the policies of OSHA, Congress created the
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH).' 5
OSHA requires employers to furnish all employees with a place of
employment that is free from recognized hazards and that complies with
To aid in the
the safety standards administered by OSHA.' 86
accomplishment of this goal, OSHA has enacted numerous health
standards. Generally, employers must provide medical questionaires and
179. See 42 U.S.C. § 12201(b) (Supp. IV 1992); 29 C.F.R. app. § 1630.14(b) (1994).
180. See 42 U.S.C. § 12201(c) (Supp. IV 1992); 29 C.F.R. app. § 1630.14(b) 1994).
181. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d) (3) (B) (Supp. IV 1992).
182. 29 U.S.C. § 651(b) (1988).
183. E. Patrick McGuire, Hazards in the Workplace, 24 Trial 24 (1988).
184. The preamble of the OSHA of 1970 states in part: "The Congress declares it to be its
purpose and policy... to assure so far as possible every working man and woman in the Nation safe
29 U.S.C. §651(b) (1988).
and healthful working conditions ....
185. See 29 U.S.C. § 671 (1988) (stating that within the Department of Health and Human
Services, NIOSH is authorized to establish safety and health standards and is authorized to carry out
the policy of the OSHA Act).
186. 29 U.S.C. 54(a) (1988).
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conduct pre-employment and periodic examinations for employees.18 7
An employers failure to comply with these regulations may lead to
citaitions and penalties. "
Not only does OSHA provide medical examinations for employees'
safety, it also provides employees access to all relevant medical and
exposure records.' 89 Unfortunately, this mandate has not been well
received by employers, as the failure to provide employees with access
to medical records was recently ranked as the ninth most frequently cited
violation of OSHA's standards. 9 °
The issue of disclosure of abnormal results which are discovered as
a result of medical examinations is also discussed in the Act. OSHA
provides that once abnormalities have been satisfactorily explained by the
employer's physician, a compliance officer must investigate whether the
physician has notified the employee of the results. 9 ' The Act also
provides that "[t]he compliance officer shall not discuss any of the
information found in the records . ..with any employer or employee
representative ....This restriction applies even ... where such medical
information may be known to those (or other) individuals."'9
OSHA seeks to protect more than just the health of employees. It
also seeks to protect employees' dignity, the right of access to
information concerning their medical status, and the right to
confidentiality of employees' medical information.

187. The medical questionnaires are designed to assure suitability before placing an employee
into the workplace. The questionnaries seek to elicit information such as the employee's occupational
history (including past exposure to certain chemicals and in what fields), past medical history
(including chest colds and chest illnesses), family history, and habits regarding the use of tobacco.
29 C.F.R. § 1910.1001, Appendix D (1988).
.
188. See General Engineer& Machine Works, 0O.S.H. Cas. (BNA) 1936,1981 O.S.H. Dec.
(CCH) 25,402 (1981); Research Cottrell, Inc., 9 O.S.H. Cas. (BNA) 1489, 1981 O.S.H. Dec.
(CCH) 25,284 (1981).
189. 29 C.F.R. § 1910.20 (1988). The Act explains that "employee medical record means
a record concerning the health status of an employee which is made or maintained by a physician
... " Id. This includes medical and employment questionnaries, the results of medical
examinations (pre-employment and periodic), the results of laboratory tests, and medical diagnosis
and opinions. Id.
190. 25 Most frequently Cited OSHA Standards In manufacturing, U.S. Dept. of Labor,
Region 3 (Feb. 1993). This survey includes the 25 most frequently cited violations of the
manufacturing industry. The data covers a three-year period from january 1990 through December
1992 and is the result of all federal OSHA inspections conducted nationwade in all of the industries
in manufacturing. Id.
191. The compliance officer must reveal to the employee "(1) [t]he laboratory test examined;
(2) [t]he rationale for examining that test; (3) [tlhe normal ranges used and where these ranges were
derived; and (4) [t]he numerical test results if known by the compliance officer." 29 U.S.C. §
1910.20 (1988).
192. 29 C.F.R. § 1910.20 (1988).
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VII. Conclusion
Concerned with the need for greater productivity, employers are
taking steps to ensure that employees are physically and mentally fit for
their prospective or actual jobs. Through the use of physical and mental
examinations, employers are able to gather information which employees
would generally not reveal. While it may be argued that employers have
valid business reasons for requiring these examination,193 the
involuntary and intrusive nature of these physical and mental
examinations require the consideration of employees' rights.
Both the courts and the legislature have considered employees' rights
and have afforded employees greater protection, without severely
burdening employers' rights and needs. For example, with the passing
of the American with Disabilities Act (ADA),'94 Congress successfully
balanced the needs of individuals who were once the objects of
employment discrimination against the needs of employers' to require
medical examinations.
Under the ADA, employers can not require individuals to take
medical examinations until after the individuals have been given the
opportunity to demonstrate that they have the necessary job
qualifications. 9 5 However, once employers determine that individuals
have the necessary job qualifications and make conditional offers of
employment, they are free to insist that applicants submit to medical
examinations. 96 Employers are not limited by the ADA in regards to
the nature or extent of the pre-employment examinations. Therefore,
employers are free to ask questions and conduct tests which they feel are
necessary. 197 However, to protect individuals, the ADA requires that
if applicants are refused employment after submitting to medical
examinations, an investigator will closely scrutinize the employers' basis
for rejection, and the individuals will be given reasons as to why they
were not hired. 98
In addition to regulating medical examinations that are given during
the pre-employment phase, the ADA also regulates medical examinations
given during the actual employment phase. In fact, once individuals have
193. See supra notes 14-23 and accompanying text.
194. 42 U.S.C. §§ 12101-12213 (Supp.IV 1992).
195. See 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d) (2), (3) (Supp. IV 1992).
196. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d) (3).
197. Of course, employers must still be cognizant of other statutes that may limit the
questions and tests that they are allowed to insist upon. For example, employers could not ask
questions or conduct tests which would violate the anti-discrimination provisions of Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-e 1964).
198. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(b) (Supp. IV 1992); 29 C.F.R. § 1630.10 (1994).
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become employees, the ADA's requirements concerning medical
examinations are even more stringent than those affecting applicants who
are being evaluated prior to employment. During the employment phase,
employers can not require employees to take medical examinations unless
the examinations are job-related and justified by business necessity.'99
Thus, employers are no longer able to arbitrarily insist that their
employees take medical examinations for the sake of continued
employment. Instead, they must first articulate why the examinations are
necessary.
Congress has also regulated employers' employment practices
concerning the use of medical examinations through Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act.200 Title VII may afford protection to employees and
applicants if it can be demonstrated that the employers' medical
examinations were a mere pretext for discriminatory hiring, or when the
examinations themselves discriminated against certain employees because
they disclosed physical infirmities more prevalent in one race or sex.20 '
However, as long as the employees and applicants are rejected because
they do not have the physical qualifications for the job, Title VII is not
violated. This is true even if the practical effect is that some classes of
people are favored over others.
The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)202 is another way
in which Congress has regulated employers' medical practices. Medical
examinations which are conducted under OSHA's guidelines tend to have
a different focus than those typically performed by employers. Under
OSHA, the goal is to furnish all employees with a place of employment
that is free from recognized hazards; 0 3 thus, the emphasis is on
detecting serious conditions for the benefit of employees' health. To
achieve this goal, OSHA demands that employers provide medical
questionnaires, conduct pre-employment examinations, and conduct
periodic examinations for the benefit of employees. 2
In addition to protecting the health of American workers, OSHA also
seeks to protect workers' dignity and privacy by allowing them the right
of access to information concerning their medical status25 and affording
them the right of confidentiality of their medical information.2 6

199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.

42 U.S.C. § 12112(d) (4) (A) (Supp. IV 1992).
42 U.S.C. § 2000-e.
See Id.
29 U.S.C. § 651(b) (1988).
See Id.
See 29 C.F.R. § 1910.001, Appendix D (1988).
29 C.F.R. § 1910.20 (1988).
Id.
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Employees' right of confidentiality is also preserved by the ADA which
insists that all medical information that is obtained by employers during
pre-employment and continuing employment examinations must be
collected and maintained on separate forms, kept in separate medical
files, and treated as confidential medical records. °7
Not only has the legislature acted to regulate employers' medical
examination practices, but the courts have also sought to create some
protection for examinees. For example, recognizing the involuntary and
intrusive nature of medical examinations, courts have recognized that
once applicants and employees have submitted to medical examinations,
which are given at employers' requests, employees should have some
recourse if they are injured during the examinations. Thus, actual and
prospective employees should be aware that although they do not have
the same rights as traditional patients, they are still afforded some
protection from the acts of examining physicians. The majority of courts
hold physicians and employers liable when applicants or employees are
injured during examinations, when physicians affirmatively misrepresent
or misadvise examinees, and when life threatening or serious diseases are
not disclosed to examinees." 8
However, in the majority of
jurisdictions, examinees may not recover for physicians' failure to detect
serious conditions during the course of employment examinations.' 9
Although the Fifth Circuit has recently acknowledged recovery for the
failure to detect disease during the course of pre-employment or
continuing employment examinations,2" 0 examinees are advised to not
rely on employer requested examinations in lieu of annual examinations
by their own private physicians.
Through judicial intervention and interpretation, employees have also
recently been given the right of access to their employer created medical
files. In the past, employees could not expect access to these medical
files. However, the Supreme Court of Nevada has recently held that
information relating to employees' health should be withheld only when
a "national security reason is established." '' To deny access allows
employers to gather secret information which could adversely affect
employees.21 2 Hopefully, other jurisdictions will soon follow Nevada's

207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.

42 U.S.C. § 12112(d) (3) (B) (Supp. IV 1992).
See supra part IV.A-B.
See supra part IV.C.
See Green v. Walker, 910 F.2d 291 (5th Cir. 1990).
See Cleghorn v. Hess, 853 P.2d 1260 (Nev. 1993).
Id. at 1263.
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lead and will permit employees access to their own employer created
medical files.
Stacy J. Bagley

